A study on the elementary school building with a south-side corridor * Kazuhide AKIMOTO This study aims to clarify the actual condition and the background of the elementary school building with a south-side corridor in Kumamoto prefecture from Meiji to the early stages of Showa. Findings are follows: 1) In the guideline of the elementary school building, Kumamoto prefecture showed the standard about the arrangement composition and the form of the school building earlier than the government. 2) The tendency which follows the guideline of the government or prefecture was seen in the arrangement composition and the form of school buildings. 3) Although it was said that Kumamoto prefecture insisted on the south-side corridor in a school building, numbers of that building were few and their rate of a north-side corridor increased as time passes. However, at the southern prefecture area and centering on Kumamoto, there were many school buildings with a south-side corridor, so regionality was seen. 4) At the beginning of Taisho, the Kumamoto prefecture changed to the guideline to leave it to judgment of each corporation. Kumamoto city recommended the south-side corridor, and accordingly school building with a south-side corridor increased after that.
Most of elementary school buildings have a corridor in the north side. This form was established by government lead after the Meiji middle. It is indicated that Kumamoto prefecture insisted on the corridor on the south strongly against this current.
In the Kumamoto prefectural government data, the document and drawing of the notification of an elementary school from Meiji 44 to Taisho 7 are left. And in the Kumamoto municipal assembly, the bill about elementary school construction was discussed at the same time.
In this study, it is the aim to clarify the actual condition and the background of the elementary school building with a south-side corridor in Kumamoto prefecture from Meiji to the early stages of Showa. Therefore, the following four viewpoints were set up. 2) About the arrangement composition of the school building, the type of school building on the north and playground on the south increased as time passes, and about the school building form, an one-line type indicated the high rate to be about 40 percent at any time, and the parallel type was increasing, so the tendency according to the guideline of the government and prefecture was seen.
3) About the corridor position of the school building, although it is said that Kumamoto prefecture insisted on the south-side corridor in school buildings, numbers of that building were few and their rate of a north-side corridor increased with a time. However, since there were many school buildings with a south-side corridor at the southern prefecture area and centering on Kumamoto city, it is thought that there was regionality of corridor on the south. 4) After the Meiji 40s, the Kumamoto prefecture changed to the guideline in which he leaves it to judgment of each corporation. Kumamoto city recommended the south-side corridor in Showa 3, and accordingly school building with a south-side corridor increased after that. 
